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A Comparative Study of Exchange Rate
Policy under Inflation
ARTURO C. PORZECANSKI

This paper presents the results of a first comparativecase study of exchange rate policy in countrieswith rates of domestic irnflationsignificantly
and persistentlyabove the world average.The analysiscenterson Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay, countries which, for at least two decades,
have had (and continue) to formulate their exchange rate policies wthin
the context of annual inflationrates averagingover 30 percent. Tese countries were selected because they are the ones with the longest and most
severe history of inflationin Latin America and, as such, had to follow an
active exchange rate policy long before the present system of floating exchange rates came into being. A period of approximately16 years (roughly
1957-72,depending on the available data) was chosen because it provides
a sufficiently long time span to examine the evolution of exchange rate
policy. On the basis of this historicalanalysis, some observationsare made
on exchange rate policy developments since 1972.
The Rate of Devaluation and the Rate of Inflation
A world where individual countriesinflate or deflate at differentspeeds
is a world where, of necessity, countries'exchange rates will change over
time. The propositionthat exchangerate adjustmentsand price level movements are intimately related was developed and popularized by Gustav
Cassel during the 1920s, a period characterizedby individual episodes of
disastrous hyperinflationand dramatic currency depreciation. His "purchasing-power-parity"
theory holds that, in the long run, differentialrates
of inflationare the most, if not the only, significantdeterminantof exchange
rate movements.' The notion can be illustrated as follows.
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Assume that, at a given (fixed) exchange rate and with the balance of
payments in equilibrium, a country'smonetary authonrtyengages in excessive credit creation, and that this monetarydisequilibrium,by increasing the aggregate demand for goods and services, succeeds in raising the
rate of domestic inflation above the world average.2Ceten'sparibus,there
will develop an excess demand for foreign exchange: first, because higher
prices at home will negatively affect the country's comparativecost advantage, increasingdomestic demandfor the now relativelycheaperforeign
goods while reducing foreign demand for the now relatively dearer home
exportables; second, because anticipation of a devaluation in view of a
growing trade imbalance will lead to a speculative desire to hold foreign
exchange as an asset.
Under a system of fixed exchange rates, this excess demand for foreign
exchange must be satisfiedthrough sales of central bank reserves and, indeed, it is this reserve depletion that alertspolicymakersto a disequilibrium
in the market for foreign exchange. At first, the authoritiesmay attempt
to resolve the situation by increasing tariffs on imports, reducing export
taxes or subsidizing exports, or borrowing foreign exchange, or all three.
Should the gap between inflationat home and in trading partnercountries
continue, however, a more permanent solution will have to be found:
either the growth of monetary aggregates will have to be reduced untl
excess liquidity and, therefore,inflationare lowered, or the exchange rate
will have to be devalued.3
Countrieswith permanentlyhigh rates of inflationare, by definition,unwilling to eliminate completely the monetary disequilibrium that feeds
their inflation and, consequently, must forever devalue their currency in
some relation to the differentialbetween domestic and world inflation.
When a government'sonly instrumentof balance of payments adjustment
is the exchange rate, the rate of devaluation and the relative rate of inflation have to remain closely related. On the other hand, when governments
utilize tariffs, import quotas, export taxes, export subsidies, or currency
controls for balance of payments purposes, engage in compensatoryborrowing, or pursue fiscal or income policy objectives designed to affect the
balance of paymentsin a certain manner,the relationshipbetween the rate
of devaluation and the relative rate of inflation can become very much
blurred.
The actual nature of this relationship can be expressed, of course, by
calculating what could be termed the real exchange rate, namely, the
nominal exchange rate (X) deflated by the relevant price level differential (Pd/Pw, where Pd is the domestic price level of tradable goods and
Pw is the world price level of tradables). A real exchange rate that remains
virtually unchanged over time suggests government reliance on the exchange rate as the principalinstrumentof balance of payments adjustment,
2 'Excessive,' that is, when compared with the growth In the demand for rea cash
balances.
3 It is assumed that the country can neither print internationalreserves, as the United
States once could, nor has the political power to convinoe its trade partnersto inflate so
as to decrease the relative purchasing power of their currencies.
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a policy of maintainingwhat is commonly known as a realistic exchange
rate. In contrast, a real exchange rate that is not constant through time
suggests the employment of policy instrumentsother than the exchange
rate for balance of payments purposes, a policy of compensating for a
frequently unrealisticexchange rate by various means.
For the purpose of further identifying a country'sexchange rate policy
it is usefuL in addition to determiningthe variabilityof the real exchange
rate, to define an equilibriumreal exchange rate, namely, a unique ratio
of X to Pd/Pw that is compatiblewith externalbalance. This can be done
by calculating the real exchange rate for a period during which the current account of the balance of paymentswas in equilibriumand most other
important policy instrumentswere not, in fact, manipulated to produce
artificiallya situationof externalequilibrium.The objective is to determine
whether departuresfrom the equilibriumreal exchange rate have tended
to be in the direction of currency over- or undervaluation,thus shedding
additional light on the use that authoritiesmake of the exchange rate.
Table 1 shows the quarterlymovement of the real exchange rate of the
four high inflationcountrieswith which we will be concerned: Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay.4An equilibriumreal exchangerate was identified for each country and used to establish a base period (= 100) that
served to scale the series."Increases in the real exchange rate should be
taken to have resulted from exchange rate adjustmentsin excess of the
differential between domestic and world inflation; instances when the
equilibrium real exchange rate was surpassed (i.e., when observations
greater than 100 are recorded) provide prima facie evidence that the
currency may have been devalued to the point of undervaluation.On the
other hand, decreases in the real exchange rate follow from devaluations
that did not fully compensate for the inflation rate differential;observations below the equilibrium value suggest that the currency may have
been overvalued.
At first sight, most strildng of all is, perhaps, how these countries'real
exchange rates have fluctuatedover time as much as they appear to have
done: in Argentina,from a low of 73.3 to a high of 122; in Brazil, from
80.9 to 126.4; in Chile, from 74.2 to 108.5; and in Uruguay, from 75.2 to
217.3. Closer examinationof the data reveals, however, that not all countries exhibit the same trends. First, Uruguay'sreal exchange rate fluctuated
far more violently than did the real parities of the other three countries.
4The variables were defined as follows: X = nominal exchange rate in terms of U.S.
dollars, period average data from International Financial Statistics (IFS) (Washington,
DC: Intemational Monetary Fund, various issues); where multiple exchange rates were
applicable, IFS has calculated a trade weighted exchange rate, and this was automatically applied. Pd = wholesale price index from IFS; in the case of Uruguay for 1957-67,
when a quarterly wholesale price index was unavailable, the consumer ce index was
utlized. Pw wholesale price index for the United States, a proxy for the world price
level of tradables, from IFS.
'Two main criteria were applied in the choice of the equilibrium year(s): a current
aocount deficit or surplus equialent to less than 5 percent of the total value of FOB
exports, and a growth of rea gross domestic product (GDP) closest to the period trend.
As much as possible, years during which there were significant tariff or other reforms
were disqualifed.
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While the coefficientsof variationfor Brazil and Chile were almost identical (10.6 and 10.4, respectively), and that for Argentinawas only slightly
higher (12.3), Uruguay's coefficient of variation was more than twice as
high (26.9). This reveals that the Uruguayanauthoritiesplaced relatively
little importance on the maintenance of a realistic exchange rate and, in
general, did not rely on the exchange rate as a pnme instrumentof balance of payments adjustment Second, while most deviations from equilibriumin Argentinaand Chile were in the directionof currencyovervaluation, in the case of Brazil such deviations were overwhelmingly on the
side of currencyundervaluation.As can be seen at the bottom of table 1,
the mean and median of the Argentineand Chileansamples are well below
100, while, on the other hand, these statistics are substantially above 100
in the Braziliansample. In terms of these indicators,the randomnessof the
Uruguayansample does not allow for any firm conclusions about the bias
of deviations from equilibrium.
The history of exchange rate policy over- and undershootingdepicted in
table 1 cannot but prompt the raising of at least two questions about the
role and objectivesof exchange rate policy in these high inflationcountries.
In the firstplace, what factorscan account for the general reluctanceto devalue pan passu with inflationrate differentials?And, secondly, what can
explain the overvaluationbias in Argentinaand Chile and the undervaluation bias in Brazil?
It is with these issues that the remainderof this paper is concerned.
Analysis of Exchange Rate Policymaldng
Three hypothesesare here advanced in an attempt to explain the degree
of governmentreliance on and bias in the use of the exchange rate as a
policy instrument They relate to the authorities'(1) balance of payments
strategy, (2) attitude towards the inflationaryimpact of devaluations,and
(3) perception of the effectivenessof exchange rate adjustments.
Balance of Payments Strategy. The belief that the maintenance of a
constant real exchange rate is either necessary or desirable hinges on the
assumptionthat balance of payments equilibriumis always a worthwhile
policy objective. Clearly, even from a theoreticalperspective this need not
be the case. At times, govemments may temporarilyseek to generate fuller
employmentand greater capacity utilization by undervaluingthe currency
and thus inducing a trade surplus.Countriesmay also attempt temporarily
to maximize the domestic availabilityof goods and services-for instance,
in the context of an antiinflationprogram-in which case a policy of currency overvaluationdesigned to promote a trade deficit may come to be
followed. The central bank of a countrywhere exports are subject to strong
seasonal or price fluctuationsmay seek to fine tune the trade balance by
inducing, through altemate periods of currencyunder- and overvaluation,
a closer coincidence of export and import cycles and thus greater internal
economic stability.
A close reading of various in-depth stucdiesof foreign sector policy in
the four South Americancountries under considerationsuggests that part
of the observed failure to maintain a constant real exchange rate, as well
as part of the tendency for certain countries to over- or undervalue their
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currency, can be explained by maling reference to their balance of payments strategy.6This is so because, during the period under review, in
none of the four countries was the maintenance of external equilibrium
the only objective of foreign sector econonic policy. Indeed, official attithdes toward the balance of payments and, therefore,toward exchangerate
adjustments,were shaped by and subordinatedto more general economic
policy objectives.
Considerfirst the cases of Argentinaand Uruguay,two countrieswhich,
for the purpose at hand, were sufficientlysimilar as to allow for joint examination. In both, import substitutionpolicies had been successfully applied during the 1930s, 1940s, and early 1950s, so that by the mid-1950s
most substitutableimportshad, in fact, been substituted.Consequently,the
two countries' industrial base was heavily dependent upon permanently
high tariffs and other import restrictions, except on raw materials and
capital goods. Exports,on the other hand, were comprisedoverwhelrmingly
of agricultulralcommodities and livestock products-the output of technologically backwardrural societies which utilized land-intensivemethods
of productionand provided employmentto a minorityof the economically
active population. The majorityof the labor force resided in urban areas
and was employed either by the industrial sector or by an overgrown
services sector-a by-productof unusuallyrapid modemization,paternalistic governmentintervention,and inflation induced distortions.This urban
constituencywas, to a large extent, highly unionized,politicized, and, therefore, vocal.
Policy toward the foreign sector generally and the exchange rate in particular in both countries during the 1950s and 1960s was very much determined by the outcome of a sectoral conflict of interest. Urban interests
demanded that (a) balance of payments policy should not be exportpromoting, since that would not increase employment opportunities appreciably and, in the short run, would only increase the rents accming to
landownerswhile decreasingthe availability (and thus raising the relative
price) of food for domestic consumption;and (b) that balance of payments policy should seek to maximizethe inflow of nonsubstitutableimport
goods at the lowest possible price, thus benefitinglocal industryand urban
consumers. This stand clearly favored currency overvaluation.Rural interests, on the contrary,wanted policies that would stabilize and guarantee
" See Jere R. Behrman, Foreign Trade Regimes and Economic Development: Chile
(New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1976); Joel Bergsman, Brazil: Industrializationand Trade Policies (London: Oxford University Press, 1970); Russell H.
Brannon, The AgriculturalDevelopment of Uruguay (New York: Praeger, 1967); Carlos
F. Diaz-Alejandro, Essays on the Economic History of the Argentine Republic (New
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1970), and Exchange-Rate Devaluation in a SemiIndustrialized Country (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1965); Juergen B. Donges, Brazil's
Trotting Peg (Washington DC: American Enterprise Institute, 1971); Ricardo FfrenchDavis, Politicas Economicas en Chile, 1952-1970 (Santiago: Universidad Catolica de
Chile, 1973); Richard D. Mallon and Juan V. Sourroulle, Economic Policymaking in a
Conflict Society: The Argentine Case (Cambridge, MA: HarvardUniversity Press, 1975);
Markos J. Mamalakis,The Growth and Structureof the Chilean Economy (New Haven,
CT: Yale University Press, 1976); Donald E. Syvrud, Foundations of Brazilian Economic
Growth (Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution, 1974): and William C. Tyler, "ExchangeRate Flexibility Under Conditions of Endemic Inflation: A Case Study of the Recent
Brazilian Expenence" in Leading Issues in IntemnationalEconomic Policy, edl. C. Fred
Bergsten and Tyler (Lexington, MA: D. C. Heath, 1973).
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adequate retums to investment in export-orientedagriculture, and thus
lobbied against currencyovervaluation.
It appears clear tiat, during most of the period under review, political
leaders in both countres tended to favor urban interests, and this cmnhelp
explain the nature of exchange rate policies pursued. The majorityof the
population regarded devaluations as something highly undesirable,to be
adopted only when the balance of payments was posting unsustainable
deficits. This was effectively conveyed to political leaders so that, although
permanentlyhigh rates of domestic inflationwarrantedthe adoption of a
realistic exchange rate policy that would prevent external disequilibria,in
both Argentina and Uruguay frequent departures from exchange rate
equilibriumbecame commonbecause any and all parity adjustmentsposed
a difficultpolitical dilemma.
In the case of Chile, exchangerate developmentsthere can also be better
understood When placed in the context of the country's inward-looking
economic development strategy. The process of import substitution in
Chile was virtuallycompleteby the end of World War IL.During the 1950s
and 1960s,importswere perceived by public opinionas vital to the country,
since they were made up of nonsubstitutablecommodities(such as raw materials and capital goods), the inflow of which could not be discouraged
lest domesticindustryand capital formationgenerallybe adverselyaffected.
Export earnings, on the other hand, were generated by the extractive
(mostly copper) sector. Successive governmentsand the public at large
looked down upon the activities of their mostly foreign-ownedexport enclave, discounted its potential contribution to the nation's long-run economic well being, and regarded it primarily as a supplier of foreign exchange with which to foot the import bill.
Out of these attitudes there developed a policy toward the foreign
sector that did not give priorityto the maintenanceof externalequilibrium
but, in fact, looked favorably upon trade deficits of manageable size. In
this context, the exchange rate was often viewed as a discretionarypolicy
instrumentwith which to curb excessive import growth, rather than as an
automatic adjustmentmechanismto prevent any and all inflation-induced
departuresfrom current account equilibrium.
The situation was a rather different one in Brazil. While by the end
of World War II the country had a significant industrial sector, in the
postwar period governmentsembarkedon a sweeping and rapid program
of further import-substitutingindustrialization.As part of a package of
incentives to local producers, during the late 1950s and early 1960s the
governmentrationed the availability of foreign exchange for import purposes. Several import categories were established and auctions were held
to allocate the foreign exchange allotted for each category. The idea was
to promote certain imports (say, of capital goods) by setting for them a
more generous quota of foreign exchange than for nonessential (namely,
substitutable) imports, so that the auction-determinedexchange rate applicable to the former category of goods would in practice be much lower
than that applicableto the latter. In other words, the use of the exchange
rate for purposes other than balance of payments adjustment, plus the
artificiallyhigh, shortage price of foreign exchange set for most imports,
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partally expins observed fluctuationsin the real exchange rate and the
undervaluationbias that was sometimesevident during the 1957-63penrod.
After a militarygovernmentwas establishedin 1964,however,the market
for foreign exchange was gradually unified im the context of a very different balance of payments and economic development strategy. Indeed,
especially in the late 1960s, the Brazilianauthoritiesadopted an avowedly
export-promoting,outward-looking strategy, an explicit component of
which was the maintenanceof an allegedly realistic-in fact, a somewhat
undervalued-exchange rate. A system of minidevaluationswas adopted,
together with a generous set of fiscal incentives, which were meant to facilitate the growth and diversificationof exports. Once again, this very
different view of the role of the exchange rate and of its contributionto a
then very new balance of payments strategy can help account for the increasing stability of the real exchange rate in Brazil during the 1967-72
period, as well as for the tendency of the authoritiesto have an undervaluationbias.
The InflationaryImpact of Devaluations. Another possible explanation
of the evolution of exchange rate policy in these four South American
countries lies in the reaction of policymakersto the actual and expected
inflationaryimpact of devaluations.
All devaluationshave, of course, an inflationaryimpact, since they increase the domestic currencyprice of imported goods and, at least in the
short run, increase the local price of exportable goods as greater foreign
demand for export products is promoted. In fact, it is partly because of
this inflationaryimpact that devaluationscan induce at least a temporary
improvementin a country's external situation: as import prices are suddenly higher, the demand for imports drops. However, the greater the
inflationaryimpact of devaluations,the greaterthe probabilitythat governments will try to avoid devaluing, even when a high rate of domestic inflation creates the need to devalue. If this hypothesis is true, it can help
explain why instruments other than the exchange rate may have been
used for balance of payments adjustmentpurposes and why, in some of
the countries, there was a tendency to allow for currency overvaluation.
a) The Direct InflationaryImpact of Devaluations. To assess whether
the inflationaryimpact of devaluationsdid affect the evolution of exchange
rate policy one must begin by determining what could be termed the
direct impact of devaluations on domestic inflation,namely, the effect of
importprice increases on general prices.
This cannot be done by estimating an equation of the form:
log Pd= a + a,log Pm
(1)
where Pd and Pm are the local currency indices of domestic and import
prices, respectively. This is so because, when working with high inflation
countries,one is really faced with a simultaneousequation system: higher
domesticprices lead to devaluations,which cause higher import prices and,
if validated by the central bank, to still higher domestic pnrces.
To reduce the simultaneous equation bias, a simple, three-equation
econometricmodel was constructed.It specifies that domestic prices are a
function of both import pnrcesand the money supply (Ms); that import
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prices are, in turn, a function of the exchange rate (X) and the level of
tariffs ( T); and that the exchangerate is a function of both domestic prices
and world pnrces(Pw):
ajlog Pm+ a2log Ms
log Pm = bo + b,log X + b2log T
log Pd=

a

(2)

+

(3)

(4)
c?log Pd + clog Pw
log X-=c +
where Ms, T, and Pw are determinedexogenously.
This three-equationsystem was then estimated by a three-stage, leastsquares method utilzing the available data for Argentina, Brazil, and
Chile.7 (Uruguay lacks a series on Pm.) The results for the first equation
appear in table 2.
TABLE 2
EmCr OF IMRTPRICRES
COUNTRY

Argentina
Brazil

ON Doas=c

PRIcEs

a.

al

a,

R2

DW

DF

-0.08
(0.73)

0.62
(3.46)

0.37
(2.18)

0.99

0.60

13

0.25
(2.71)

0.34
(1.59)

0.60
(3.07)

0.99

1.10

11

11
1.39
0.99
0.38
0.06
0.63
(2.29)
(2.53)
(0.15)
2 - ooefficient of
NOTES: See eq. 2.
multiple determination adjusted for degrees of
freedom; DW = Durbin-Watson statistic of autocorrelation; DF - degree of freedom;
figures in parentheses indicate t statistic. These symbols are the same for the following
tables.

Chile

Althoughthe equationsmay be affectedby autocorrelation,the estimated
(a,) coefficientsstrongly suggest that while in Argentinaor Chile a devaluation which increasedimport prices by 10 percent caused a 6 percent
increase in the general level of prices, the same devaluation-inducedimport price rise in Brazil would only increase prices by about 3 percent.
This intercountrydifference is quite plausible in that Brazil was, at the
time, a relatively more closed economy than were the other two: during
1957-72, exports plus imports averaged 14.8 percent of Brazil's gross do'Thevariableswere definedas follows: Pd = gross domesticproductdeflator-the
indicatorof inflationthat takes the greatestnumberof goods and sectorsinto account
while explicitlydiscountingthe price of importedgoods-from IFS; Pm = local currencypriceof ported goods,for Argentinafom U.N. StatisticalYearbook(New York,

various issues), for Brazil from Anuario Estatistico do Brasil (Rio de Janeiro: Instituto
Brasileirode EstatIsticas,various issues), and for Chile from Boletin Mensw4 (Santiago:
Banco Central de Chile, various issues); Ms = midyear average of the Ml money supply,
from IFS (variousissues); X, see n. 4; T = foreigntrade taxationindex (Argentina)

or import taxationindex (Brazil and Chile) calculatedfrom data on revenuesand
actual trade flows from U.N. StatisticalYearbook(New York,variousissues), Conjuntura Economica (Rio de Janeiro: Fundagao Gertulio Vargas, various issues), and
Ffrench-Davis, Politicas Economicas en Chile, respectively; and Pw, see n. 4. In view
of the available data, the samples were: Argentina, 1957-72; and Brazil and Chile,
1957-70.
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mestic product,but 18.1 percent and 27.1 percent of Argentina'sand Chile's
GDP.
However, when a Chow test was carried out to establish the statistical
inequality of the three a, coefficients,it was found that, at the 0.05 level
of sigficance, one cannot conclude that the coefficientswere, in fact,
statistically differentfrom one another. Consequently,it is not possible to
state with statistical certainty that the inflationaryeffect of devaluations
on import prices and thus on general prices was indeed greater in Argentina and Chile than it was in Brazil.
b) The Indirect InflationaryImpact of Devaluations. Aside from affecting domesticprices throughchanges in importprices, exchange rate adjustments can also have an indirect inflationaryimpact if they have an effect
on workers'wages and/or on general price expectations.To see whether
the conduct of exchange rate policy may have been affected by the indirect inflationaryimpact of devaluations, one must first determine what
the historical relationshipbetween wages and prices was.
To do so, assumethat the supply of labor (Ls) is a function of the nominal wage rate (W) and the level of domestic prices (Pd), while the demand for labor (Ld) is, in turn, dependent upon the productivityof workers (N), the unit cost of labor (W), and the price of output (Pd). In
functionalform:
(5)
Ls= d1(W, Pd), where Ls >0 and Lspd <0; and
Ld = d2(N, W, Pd), where Ld,. > 0, Ldw < 0, and LdPd> 0. (6)
When the labor market tends toward equilibrium of labor supply and
demand (Ls = Ld), the following wage equation can be derived:
W=d3(N,

Pd), where W, >O and Wd>0.8

(7)

Consequently,and to measure the relationshipbetween nominal wages
and domestic prices in the four countries, the following equation was
estimated:9
(8)
Pd.
N+a210g
log W=a0+a1log
The results, which are shown in table 3, suggest a much closer relationship between wages and prices in Argentina,Chile, and Uruguay than in
Brazil. Indeed, the estimated values of a. imply that, for every 10 percent
8 While it is traditional to include the rate of unemployment as a third explanatory
variable, this is not done here because there are no long-run, national unemployment
statistics for any of the four countries with which we are concerned.
9 The variables were defined as follows: W = nominal wage rate (usually in manufacturing) for Argentina, from CONADE, Distribucion del Ingreso lJ Cuentas Nadonales
en la Argentina, vol. 5 (Buenos Aires: Presidencia de la Nacion, 1965) and from
Ministero de Economia y Trabajo, Informe Economico (Buenos Aires, various issues);
for Brazil, from ConfunturaEconomica (various issues); for Chile, from Boletin Mensual
(various issues); and for Uruguay, from Instituto de Economia, Estudios y Coyuntura
no. 3 (Montevideo: Fundacion de Cultura Universitaria, 1973). N = per capita gross
domestic product, from IFS (various issues). Pd = consumer price index-the indicator
of inflation with which workers are most concerned-from IFS (various issues). In view
of the available data, the samples were: Argentina and Uruguay, 1957-72; Brazil, 195669; and Chile, 1959-72.
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Rats

mcrease in domestic pnrces, workers in Argentina obtained a 9.1 percent
increase in wages, workers in Brazil were awarded an 8.6 percent raise,
workers in Chile achieved an 11.8 percent increase, and their counterparts
in Uruguay received an increase of 9.6 percent.
TABLE 3
BETWEEN Doirsrxc

RELATIONSHP

aO

COUNTRY

PucEs

AIND WAGES

at

a.

R2

DW

DF

Argentina

-4.14
(4.21)

0.98
(4.33)

0.91
(38.55)

0.99

1.53

13

Brazil

-1.70
(2.29)

0.52
(2.97)

0.86
(69.48)

0.99

1.92

11

Chile

-3.91
(0.65)

0.67
(0.49)

1.18
(11.87)

0.98

1.59

11

-1.13
(0.47)
See eq. 8.

0.26
(0.50)

0.98
(88.96)

0.99

1.71

13

Uruguay
NOTE:

The relatively lower a, coefficient for Brazil follows, in part, from the
reductions in real wages that took place during the 1964-69 period, when
the military government actively repressed labor union activity and purposely lagged wage increases behind price rises. On the other hand, the
very high a2 coefficient for Chile can be explained by the fact that, especially during 1965-72, govemments there undertook a program of income
redistribution in favor of workers, an important aspect of which was the
granting of wage increases in excess of inflation.
To confirm the implications of the above estimates, Chow tests were
conducted and the resulting statistical inequality of the estimated a, coefficients proves that, statistically speaking, wages in Brazil did tend to
be less responsive to prices than was the case in Argentina, Chile, or
Uruguay.
This suggests that a policy of frequent or sizeable devaluations, ceteris
paribus, could have led to less important wage-push pressures in Brazil
than in the other three countries. Therefore, it is plausible to say that observed, frequent departures from exchange rate equilibrium and the overvaluation bias in Argentina and Chile-and, at times, in Uruguay-may
have resulted from the fact that policymakers were reluctant always to
devalue by as much as necessary because they feared the greater direct
and indirect inflationary impact of devaluations.
Another method of ascertaining the relevance of anticipated, devaluationrelated inflationary pressures to exchange rate policymaking is to verify
whether there existed a direct link between exchange rate adjustments and
labor market policy.
Indeed, in all four countries it was common for governments periodically
to intervene in their labor markets with the purpose of keeping wages from
spiraling in the aftermath of devaluations. Such interventions took the form
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of wage controls,minimumwage freezes, strike prohibitions,the temporary
cancelling of cost of living clauses, and other antilabor measures. Since
such labor market interventionwas designed to mnininizethe potential for
Largewage increases,it would be interestingto test for whether episodes of
intervention did, in fact, coincide with movements in the real exchange
rate.
For this purpose, the followig equation was estimated:
log X=ao+a,log
(Pd/Pw) +a2Dlog (Pd/Pw)
(9)
where, as previously, X, Pd, and Pw stand, respectively, for the nominal
exchange rate and the domestic and world level of prices. TMe slope
dummy D is meant to capture the relationshipbetween labor market intervention and exchange rate policy: it was set equal to zero for observations when no labor marketinterventiontook place and equal to one whenever such interventiondid take place.'0 The results appear in table 4.
TABLE 4
RELAnONSHIP

BETWEEN LABOR-MARKET INTERVENTION

AND EXCHANGE RATE POLICY
COUNTRY

ao

at

a,

Rs

DW

DF

Argentina

1.28
(37.89)

1.03
(26.95)

-0.09
(2.16)

0.99

1.09

13

Brazil

1.52
(37.18)

1.05
(65.76)

-0.01
(0.77)

0.99

2.09

11

Chile

-4.41
(72.58)

1.12
(31.34)

0.11
(3.22)

0.99

1.37

12

-1.29
(17.73)
See eq. 9.

0.97
(29.34)

-0.08
(2.26)

0.99

1.49

13

Uruguay
NOTE:

The estimated values of the a2 coefficientssuggest that episodes of labor
market interventiondid not affect the traditionalrelationshipbetween the
exchange rate and the relative level of prices in the case of Brazil, while
they did in the other three countries.Indeed, the a2 coefficientwas statistically significantat the 0.025 level in Argentina,Chile, and Uruguay,while
it was insignificanteven at the 0.20 level in Brazil. Since in Chile a2 is
strongly positive, it is possible to conclude that episodes of labor market
intervention did coincide with periods when political administrationsdevalued in greater proportionto relative inflation than usual.
In the cases of Argentina and Uruguay, a2 is negative, suggesting that
increases in the real exchange rate took place when real wages were not
"I The variables were defined as follows: X, Pd, and Pw see n. 4; D = 1 when real
wages suffered an absolute decline, since institutional studies (see n. 6) suggest that
this was the most common result of episodes of labor market intervention. D = 1 for
Argentina in 1957, 1959-60, 1962-63, 1968, and 1972; for Brazil in 1958, 1960, 1962-3,
1965-67, and 1969; for Chile in 1956, 1958, 1963-4, and 1968-69; and for Uruguay
in 1958-59, 1963-66, 1968, 1970, and 1972. In view of the available data, the samples
were: Argentina and Uruguay, 1957-72; Brazil, 1956-69; and Chile, 1956-70.
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falling. This apparentlypuzzling result can be understoodwhen one realizes
that, as previouslymentioned,in these two countriesthe urbanlabor unions
wielded great political power. While govermmentlabor marketintervention
did have the purpose of penrodicallyminimizing the effect on unemployment of contractionarymeasures or the threat of an explosive wage-price
spiral unlike in Chile, evidently, governmentsdid not have the political
strength to maintain or increase the real exchange rate while inducing a
fall in real wages. Indeed, improvementsin the real exchange rate had to
coincide with real wage gains. The powerful Argentine and Uruguayan
labor unions would have felt that governmentswere adding insult to injury had they devalued in greaterproportionto relativeinflationthan usual
while workerswere unable to maintain their standard of living."
In summary, the maintenance of the real exchange rate in Argentina,
Chile, and Uruguaywas very much a functionof events in the labor market,
and this can help explain why there were frequent departures from exchange rate equilibriumor why there was often an overvaluationbias. In
BraziLon the other hand, and probably because repressionof labor union
activity and a tough wage policy throughoutmuch of the 1964-72 period
helped dimini'shthe danger of wage-push complications, the authorities
were apparentlyfree to conduct their exchange rate policy without being
hampered by labor market considerations.
The Effectivenessof Exchange Rate Adjustments.A final explanationof
exchange rate policy to be tested here refers to the perceived effectiveness
of exchange rate adjustmentsin affecting trade flows. In essence, the hypothesis is that uncertaintyabout the sensitivity,or knowledge of the nonresponsiveness,of trade flows to devaluationsmay have been partially accountable for a comparativelylesser reliance on the exchange rate as an
instrumentof external adjustment.The implicationis that countrieswhose
trade flows are more price elastic may be more eager to maintain an approximatelyconstant real exchange rate while countries whose trade flows
are essentially not determinedby relative price considerationsmay be the
ones to devalue comparativelyless simply because they use other, more
effective instrumentsfor balance of payments purposes.
a) Price Elasticity of Aggregate Import and Export Demand. To deterniine the sensitivityof trade flows to changes in price, the usual procedure
is to estimate the price elasticity of export and import demand. This entails estimating one equation for the quantity of exports and another for
the quantity of imports in terms of relative prices and income, just as in
any other study of consumerdemand.In orderto do this without encountering an identificationproblem it is best to focus on countries that can be
safely assumed to be facing a perfectly elastic supply of imports and to
have a perfectly elastic supply of exportablegoods. On the import side this
is a sound assumptionfor the four countrieswith which we are dealing because they were relatively small consumersin the world market and were
thus unable to influence the foreign currencyprice of imports.
On the exportside the assumptionis also realistic within relevant ranges
for two reasons: first, because these were countries with substantial un1 In the case of Argentina, there is one
obvious and well-researched exception: that
of 1959. See Diaz-Alejandro, Exchange-Rate Devaluation.
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employed and underemployedresourcesin their export sectors; and, second, because these countries' devaluations were not intended to attract
resources to the export sector but, rather, to restore the comparativecost
advantage of existing export oriented resources-an advantage lost as a
result of domestic inflation.As evidence, consider how the four countries
not only failed to expand their share of world exports but how, in fact,
they gradually lost it. In 1955 Argentina'sexports constituted 0.97 percent
of the world's total, Brazil'swere 1.38 percent, Chile's were 0.45 percent,
and Uruguay'swere 0.13 percent of world exports. By 1972, however, the
countries'export shares had fallen to 0.52 percent, 1.06 percent, 0.23 percent, and 0.06 percent respectively.Therefore,we proceed on the assumption that a single-equationestimation is adequate to determine the price
elasticity of export and import demand.
While there are few previous empiricalstudies of this kind,12one author
recently estimated such elasticities for Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay in the context of a much broader analysis of export and import demand in 15 developing countries." The results, which are duplicated in
table 5, are estimates of the following 2 equations, using annual data for
the 1951-69period:
(10)
log Qm = ao + ajlog (Pm/Pd) + a2jog (IYd/Pd)
(11)
log Qe = bo+ b,log (Pe/Pw) + b2log (Yw/Pw)
where Qm and Qe stand for quantum indices of imports and exports,reTABLE 5
IMPORT
PRICEAND INCOmx ELAsncrrrr.s OF AGGRECATE
AND ExPiORr DEDAN
at

R2

-1.70
-0.36
(1.56) (0.74)

0.48
(1.24)

0.94

4.07 -0.38
(6.81) (2.01)

0.42
(4.97)

0.96

Brazil

0.78 -1.36
(0.64) (5.94)

0.13
(4.45)

0.91

4.33 -0.12
(5.83) (0.76)

0.43
(3.99)

0.91

Chile

-0.00
2.82 -1.14
(1.16) (4.56) (0.11)

0.74

1.90 -0.12
0.62
(17.30) (3.33) (39.32)

0.99

Uruguay

0.72 -1.49
-0.45
(1.07) (3.87) (1.25)

0.99

0.17
(1.48)

0.82

COUNTRY

Argentina

ao

a,

bo

3.63
(4.47)

,

0.84
(3.64)

bs

2

SOURCE: See n. 13.
NOTE: See eqq. 10 and 11.

"See Behrman, Foreign-Trade Regimes; Hendrick S. Houthakker and Stephen P.
Magee, "Income and Price Elasticities in World Trade," Review of Economics and
Statistics 51 (May 1969); Mallon and Sourrouille,Economic Policynaking; and Samuel
A. Morley, "Import Demand and Import Substitution in Brazil," in The Economy of
Brazil, ed. Howard S. Ellis (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1969).
IMohsin S. Khan, "Import and Export Demand in Developing Countries" (unpub.
lished International Monetary Fund, Research Department memorandum, 1974), pp.
8, 11; a shorter version of this paper appeared in Intenational Monetary Fund Staff
Papers 21 (November 1974). The estimates appearing in table 5 are reprinted by permission of the author.
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spectively; Pm and Pe are unit value indices for imports and exports
derived from data in U.S. dollars;Pd and Pw are foreign currencyindices
of the price of domestic substitutes for irnportgoods and of the price of
foreign substitutesfor domestic exportables;and Yd and Yw are indices of
the level of nominal domestic and world income, respectively-also in U.S.
dollars.Given the use of data in logarithms,a, and b, are the pnce elasticities of importand exportdemand,and a2 and b2 are the income elasticities
of import and export demand,respectively.
The econometric results shown suggest that export and import demand
in Brazil and Chile were sufficientlyprice elastic so that devaluationscould
have resulted in at least a temporaryimprovementof the trade account.
In both these countries the sum of the price elasticities of import and
export demand is greater than one-the critical minimumvalue necessary
to fulfill the well-known Marshall-Lernerconditionfor a successful devaluation. The picture is not as clear, however, in the cases of Argentinaand
Uruguay. In the former, the price elasticity of import demand is (statistically) insignificantlydifferent from zero, while the price elasticity of export demandis only -0.38. In the latter, while the pnrceelasticity of import
demand is a satisfactory-1.49, the relevant elasticity of export demand
has the wrong sign (.+0.84)-suggesting that foreigners' demand for
Uruguayan exports varied directly with the price of exports, a troubling
contradictionof the law of demand.14
b) Price Elasticity of DisaggregatedImport and Export Demand. To confirm and further clarify these results a similar study of demand elasticities
was carried out here using disaggregateddata on raw material and manufactured exports and imports.A Laspeyres quantum and a Laspeyres unit
value index were constructedfor each of the four countries on the basis
of annual U.N. internationaltrade data by S.I.T.C. (StandardInternational
Trade Classification) categories. For background purposes, it should be
pointed out that in 1955 about 45 percent of Argentine and Brazilianimports were raw matenrals;by 1969, however, that proportionhad decreased
to 30 percent. As concernstheir exports,in 1955 close to 100 percent were
raw matenrals;by 1969, the proportionof raw material exports represented
about 90 percent of the total. In Chile, about 55 percent of total 1955 imports were raw materials;by 1969, only 32 percent. Chilean exports, however, have always been heavily representedby manufacturedcommodities
(mostly processed copper); raw material exports thus constituted about
20 percent of the total. In Uruguay, approximately62 percent of total imports were raw materialsin 1955,but by 1969 that figure had been reduced
to 41 percent. Raw material exports, nevertheless, accounted for between
80 percent and 85 percent of total export valuie throughout the 1955-69
period.
The equations tested are, in essence, identical to the two noted above,
14 In case these estimates were erroneous because the assumption of infinitely pnce
elastic import and export supply did not hold, Khan (n. 13) proceeded to estimate such
supply curves and then to reestimate the demand for imports and exports using the
two-stage, least-squares method. The results shown in table 5 were not significantly
altered, and the estimates for Argentina and Uruguay continued to be unsatisfactoryand for the same reasons.
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with the exception that separate estimates were obtained for raw material
and manufacturedexport and import demand:
log

Q

-a,

+ alog

(P/P

) ?+ alog

(Yd/Pd)

log Q ar (lo+ a,log (P P) + a2log (Yd/Pd)
log Qrm a. + a,log (P',/Pr) + a2log (Yw/Pwv)
log Qfnt
an + a,log (Pmt/Pmt)
+ a2log (Yw/Pw)

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

where the subscriptsrm and mf stand for raw material and manufactured,
respectively. All data were converted into U.S. dollars.15
The results appear in table 6. In the case of Argentina, the posited
equations suggest that the bulk of the country'strade is sufficientlyprice
elastic to ensure that export and import demand could have responded
adequately to exchange rate adjustments.However, Argentine demand for
raw material imports is not at all explained by relative pnrceand real income considerations-and thus other factors (such as tariffs and other
import restrictions) must have had a dominant effect. With regard to
Brazil,the bulk of trade (manufacturedimports and raw materialexports)
is again well explained by changes in relative prices and incomes, and the
value of a, in equations 2 and 3 is sufficientlyhigh to have ensured that
devaluationswould have been effective in temporarilyrestoringequilibrium
in the trade account However, relative price considerationsappear to have
been irrelevantas far as manufacturedexports were concerned.
In the case of Chile, the price elasticity of demand for the bulk of internationaltrade (manufacturedimports and exports) is too low to satisfy
the minimumrequirementsof the Marshall-Lemercondition.Therefore,the
Chilean authorities may have had to resort to instruments other than
the exchange rate, or in conjunction with exchange rate, to correct the
trade account. The case of Uruguay remainsproblematic.In all cases, the
adjusted correlation coefficient was very low (0.57, 0.04, 0.39, and 0.12,
respectively), which suggests that factors other than relative prices and
real income tended to determine changes in Uruguay'strade flows. With
regard to the price elasticities themselves, manufacturedimports and exports appear sufficientlyprice sensitive, but a positive a, coefficientis still
encountered,this time in the case of raw materialimports.In other words,
additional (missing) variablesmust have played a dominantrole.
' The variables were defined as follows: Qm and Qe were obtained by calculating a
Laspeyres type quantum index using the formula Zpbqt/zp.q, and a Laspeyres type
to information at the S.I.T.C. level
unit value index applying the formula Zpgq/Zp,q.
in U.N. Yearbook of International Trade Statistics (New York, various issues), where
raw material imports and exports were defined as those in categories 0 through 4 while

manufactured
importsandexportsweredefinedas thosein categories5 through8. Pw =
indicesof the averageworldprce, in U.S. dollars,of raw materialsand manufactured
goods,fromthe U.N. StatisticalYearbook(New York,variousissues). Yw/Pw= world
real grossdomesticproduct,in U.S. dollars from the U.N. StatisticalYearbook.Yd/Pd
= gross domesticproduct in real terms, lrom IFS. Pd = index of raw materialand
manufacturedgood' prices, respectively,deflatedby X (as previouslydefined), from
the wholesaleprice index of the variouscountries;for sources,see nn. 7 and 9. In
view of the availabledata, the sampleswere: for Argentina,1955-58and 196-70, except for equation4, for which data were only availablefor the period 1963-70;for
Braziland Chile, 1955-70;and for Uruguay,1955-69.
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TABLE 6
PRIm An INcomo

ELASTICrrxES oF DISAGCREGAT

IMPORTAND ExPoRT DEMAND

Argentina

Brazil

Chile

Uruguay

DW

ao

at

Gg
as

12

1.95
(1.66)

0.04
(0.29)

0.08
(0.17)

0.00

1.73

13

-1.14
(3.31)

-0.81
(4.13)

2.34
(9.19)

0.90

1.59

14

1.94
(2.96)

-0.80
(2.95)

0.82
(5.97)

0.84

0.94

15

0.70
(0.27)

-1.50
(1.87)

2.17
(2.76)

0.67

2.76

12

0.68
(1.76)

-0.08
(1.76)

0.73
(11. 19)

0.90

1.67

13

3.16
(4.72)

-2.39
(3.55)

1.87
(3.76)

0.45

0.98

14

1.41
(1.59)

-0.67
(3.26)

0.97
(4.01)

0.95

1.17

15

-7.48
(1.64)

0.79
(0.99)

3.88
(1.33)

0.61

1.11

12

-1.64
(3.13)

-0.25
(1.57)

2.02
(10.32)

0.88

1.67

13

-1.22
(1.36)

-0.51
(1.26)

2.09
(3.62)

0.46

1.83

14

2.18
(3.21)

-1.04
(5.95)

0.93
(5.22)

0.97

1.69

15

0.65
(4.11)

-0.17
(2.73)

0.85
(12.38)

0.91

1.61

12

1.13
(0.25)

0.70
(4.04)

-0.24
(0.11)

0.57

2.03

13

13.99

5.08

0.04

0.97

COUNTRY EQUATON

-0.70

(1 .38)

(1 .11)

(1 .00)

14

3.90
(6.23)

-0.82
(2.69)

-0.11
(0.36)

0.39

1.85

15

2.02
(1.78)

-0.28
(0.77)

0.28
(1.01)

0.12

2.05

NorsE: See eqqc. 12-15. DF for Argentina, eqq. 12-14 = 9, for eq. 15 = 5; for Brazil,
DF - 13; for Chile, DF - 13; for Uruguay, DF = 12.

In summary,a quantitative examinationof the historical responsiveness
of export and import demand to changes in relative prices (and real income) suggests that exchange rate policy was probably a more effective
instrumentof trade account adjustmentin Brazil than in the other three
countries. This is because the price elasticity estimates obtained at the
aggregate level for Argentina and Uruguay, and at the disaggregate level
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for Chile and Uruguay,cast doubts on the efficacyof exchange rate policy.
Perhapsthis can help explain why, irnArgentina,Chile, and Uruguay,government efforts to correct inflation induced balance of payments disequlibria often necessitatednot only the use of the exchange rate, but also
the application of a host of auxiliaryfiscal, monetary,tariff, incomes, and
other policy measures.This could well be anotherreasonfor the observed,
frequent departuresfrom real exchange rate equilibriumand for the tendency, on the part of Argentineand Chilean authorities,to have an overvaluation bias.
Conclusions
This study has important practical implications for the understanding
of exchange rate policy in these four South Americancountriessince 1972
and, perhaps, in other high inflationcountries as well.
In the first place, one can conclude that development patterns and
strategies are likely to affect the conduct of exchange rate policy. The
pursuit of a development strategy which emphasizes export-led growth
requires a policy of frequent exchange rate adjustmentsdesigned to keep
pace with, or even stay ahead of, the differentialbetween domestic and
world inflation. On the other hand, the choice of a nationalistic,inwardlooking development pattern which deemphasizes the export sector is
compatible with an exchange rate policy that seeks to accumulateonly a
minimumamount of foreign exchange necessaryto finance key imports.
In the second place, exchange rate policies may well be a function of
policymakers'attitude toward and their ability to minimizethe inflationary
impact of devaluations. Political administrationsthat fear an acceleration
of inflationbecause of the establishmentof a potentiallyexplosiveinflationdevaluation-inflationnexus can be expected to want to delay and minimize
the magnitude of devaluations. The same applies to governmentswhich
are vulnerableto open criticismfrom a large importingconstituencywhose
political power outweighs that of the exporting community. On the contrary, authoritarianregimes which are able to prevent the full adjustment
of wages to (devaluation induced as well as other) price level increases
through labor-marketinterventionare in a better position to devalue pan
passu with inflation rate differentials.
In the third place, the behavior of exchange rate policyrnakersis also
determined by their assessment of the responsivenessof trade flows to
parity adjustments.Governmentsof countiies where, as development proceeds, the compositionof exportsand imports is altered in the directionof
more price elastic commodities, as well as where trade flows are freed
from quantitativerestrictionsand other controls,may increasetheir reliance
upon the exchange rate as an effective instrumentof external adjustment.
However, governmentswhich are skeptical of the price sensitivityof their
country'scurrenttrade flows and, because of existing marketimperfections,
are accustomedto rely upon trade controls or multiple rate practices, will
probably continue to shun the necessary exchange rate adjustments.
These general conclusions allow one to understand why, in fact, the
present governmentsof Argentina,Chile, and Uruguay have all followed
what could be called the Brazilian example of establishing a system of
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minidevaluationsdesigned to stabilize the real exchange rate and to prevent episodes of currencyovervaluation.They have done so because, first
of all, their balance of payments and developmentstrategies have changed
from inward-orientedto export-promoting.Secondly, the inflationaryimpact of devaluationshas been reduced through incomes policies that have
purposely induced a fall in real wages, as well as through strong contractionary fiscal and monetarymeasures.And, finally, the observed sensitivity
of import and export demand to exchange rate changes has been greatly
increased through important reductions in tariffs, quotas, export taxes,
and other restrictionsthat previouslyminimizedthe price elasticity of trade
flows and distortedthe market for foreign exchange.
These fundamental ideological, political, and economic developments
are at the root of the observed evolution of exchangerate policy.
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